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8s contain -LS- 

ALLSPICE ACEILLPS tropical tree [n -S] 

AVULSING AGILNSUV AVULSE, to tear off forcibly [v] 

AVULSION AILNOSUV act of avulsing (to tear off forcibly) [n -S] 

BAILSMAN AABILMNS one who provides security for another [n -MEN] 

BALLSIER ABEILLRS BALLSY, offensive word [adj] 

BALLSING ABGILLNS BALLS, BALL, to form into ball (spherical object) [v] 

BALSAMED AABDELMS BALSAM, to anoint with balsam (aromatic, resinous substance) [v] 

BALSAMIC AABCILMS containing balsam [adj] 

BULLSEYE BEELLSUY center of target [n -S] 

BULLSHIT BHILLSTU offensive word [v -HAT, -TTED, -TTING, -S] 

BULLSHOT BHLLOSTU drink made of vodka and bouillon [n -S] 

COALSACK AACCKLOS dark region of Milky Way [n -S] 

COALSHED ACDEHLOS shed for storing coal [n -S] 

CONVULSE CELNOSUV to shake violently [v -D, -SING, -S] 

EARLSHIP AEHILPRS earldom (rank of earl) [n -S] 

EMULSIFY EFILMSUY to make into emulsion [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

EMULSION EILMNOSU type of liquid mixture [n -S]  

EMULSIVE EEILMSUV EMULSION, type of liquid mixture [adj] 

EMULSOID DEILMOSU liquid dispersed in another liquid [n -S] 

EVULSING EGILNSUV EVULSE, to extract forcibly [v] 

EVULSION EILNOSUV act of pulling out [n -S] 

FALSETTO AEFLOSTT artificially high voice [n -S] 

FELSITIC CEFIILST FELSITE, igneous rock [adj] 

FELSTONE EEFLNOST felsite (igneous rock) [n -S] 

FOILSMAN AFILMNOS fencer (one that fences (to practice art of fencing)) [n -MEN] 

FOOLSCAP ACFLOOPS paper size [n -S] 

HILLSIDE DEHIILLS side of hill [n -S] 

HOLSTEIN EHILNOST breed of cattle [n -S] 

MAILSHOT AHILMOST something mailed to many people at one time [n -S] 

OILSTONE EILNOOST stone for sharpening tools [n -S] 

PAILSFUL AFILLPSU PAILFUL, as much as pail can hold [n] 

PALSIEST AEILPSST PALSY, friendly in way that is not proper or sincere [adj] 

PALSYING AGILNPSY PALSY, to paralyze (to render incapable of movement) [v] 

PILSENER EEILNPRS pilsner (light beer) [n -S] 

POLLSTER ELLOPRST poller (one that polls (to question for purpose of surveying public opinion)) [n -S] 

POOLSIDE DEILOOPS area surrounding swimming pool [n -S] 

PULSATOR ALOPRSTU something that pulsates (to expand and contract rhythmically) [n -S] 

PULSEJET EEJLPSTU type of engine [n -S] 

PULSOJET EJLOPSTU pulsejet (type of engine) [n -S] 

REPULSER EELPRRSU one that repulses (to drive back) [n -S] 

REVULSED DEELRSUV affected with revulsion [adj] 

SALSILLA AAILLLSS tropical plant [n -S] 

SEALSKIN AEIKLNSS skin of seal [n -S] 

SOLSTICE CEILOSST time of year when sun is at its greatest distance from celestial equator [n -S] 

SOULSTER ELORSSTU singer of soul music [n -S] 
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STILLSON ILLNOSST large wrench (tool for gripping and turning) [n -S] 

TAILSKID ADIIKLST support on which tail of airplane rests [n -S] 

TAILSPIN AIILNPST to spin headlong down toward earth [v -NNED, -PUN, -NNING, -S] 

TELSONIC CEILNOST TELSON, terminal segment of arthropod [adj] 

TOILSOME EILMOOST demanding much exertion [adj] 

WAILSOME AEILMOSW wailful (mournful (expressing grief or sorrow)) [adj] 

WELLSITE EEILLSTW mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n -S] 

WELSHING EGHILNSW WELSH, to fail to pay debt [v] 

WOOLSACK ACKLOOSW sack of wool [n -S] 

WOOLSHED DEHLOOSW building in which sheep are sheared [n -S] 

WOOLSKIN IKLNOOSW sheepskin with wool still on it [n -S] 

 

8s end -LS 

ABETTALS AABELSTT ABETTAL, abetment (act of abetting (to encourage and support)) [n] 

ABIGAILS AABGIILS ABIGAIL, lady's maid [n] 

ABUTTALS AABLSTTU ABUTTAL, abutment (something that abuts (to touch along border)) [n] 

ACCRUALS AACCLRSU ACCRUAL, act of accruing (to come as increase or addition) [n] 

ACCUSALS AACCLSSU ACCUSAL, act of accusing (to make assertion against) [n] 

ADMIRALS AADILMRS ADMIRAL, high-ranking naval officer [n] 

ADRENALS AADELNRS ADRENAL, endocrine gland [n] 

AEROGELS AEEGLORS AEROGEL, highly porous solid [n] 

AEROSOLS AELOORSS AEROSOL, gaseous suspension of fine solid or liquid particles [n] 

AINSELLS AEILLNSS AINSELL, own self [n] 

AIRBALLS AABILLRS AIRBALL, to miss basket in basketball [v] 

AIRFOILS AFIILORS AIRFOIL, part of aircraft designed to provide lift or control [n] 

AIRMAILS AAIILMRS AIRMAIL, to send mail by airplane [v] 

ALCOHOLS ACHLLOOS ALCOHOL, flammable liquid [n] 

ALLHEALS AAEHLLLS ALLHEAL, medicinal herb [n] 

ALLSEEDS ADEELLSS ALLSEED, plant having many seeds [n] 

ALLSORTS ALLORSST assorted small candies [n ALLSORTS] 

AMMONALS AALMMNOS AMMONAL, powerful explosive [n] 

ANETHOLS AEHLNOST ANETHOL, anethole (chemical compound) [n] 

ANTHILLS AHILLNST ANTHILL, mound formed by ants in building their nest [n] 

APOSTILS AILOPSST APOSTIL, marginal note [n] 

APPARELS AAELPPRS APPAREL, to provide with outer garments [v] 

AROUSALS AALORSSU AROUSAL, act of arousing (to stimulate) [n] 

ARRAYALS AAALRRSY ARRAYAL, act of arraying (to place in proper or desired order) [n] 

ARRIVALS AAILRRSV ARRIVAL, act of arriving (to reach destination) [n] 

ARSENALS AAELNRSS ARSENAL, collection or supply of weapons [n] 

ASHFALLS AAFHLLSS ASHFALL, deposit of volcanic ash [n] 

ASOCIALS AACILOSS ASOCIAL, one that avoids company of others [n] 

AUSTRALS AALRSSTU AUSTRAL, former monetary unit of Argentina [n] 

AXOLOTLS ALLOOSTX AXOLOTL, salamander of Mexico and western United States [n] 

BARBELLS ABBELLRS BARBELL, exercise apparatus [n] 

BATFOWLS ABFLOSTW BATFOWL, to catch birds at night [v] 

BATGIRLS ABGILRST BATGIRL, girl who minds baseball equipment [n] 
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BECRAWLS ABCELRSW BECRAWL, to crawl over [v] 

BEDEVILS BDEEILSV BEDEVIL, to harass (to bother persistently) [v] 

BEDRAILS ABDEILRS BEDRAIL, board at bedside [n] 

BEDROLLS BDELLORS BEDROLL, portable roll of bedding [n] 

BEJEWELS BEEEJLSW BEJEWEL, to adorn with jewels [v] 

BENOMYLS BELMNOSY BENOMYL, chemical compound [n] 

BENZOYLS BELNOSYZ BENZOYL, univalent chemical radical [n] 

BIFOCALS ABCFILOS BIFOCAL, type of lens (piece of transparent material used in changing convergence of light rays) [n] 

BILEVELS BEEILLSV BILEVEL, house having two levels [n] 

BIMETALS ABEILMST BIMETAL, something composed of two metals [n] 

BIOFUELS BEFILOSU BIOFUEL, fuel composed of biological raw materials [n] 

BIVINYLS BIILNSVY BIVINYL, flammable gas used in making synthetic rubber [n] 

BOATFULS ABFLOSTU BOATFUL, as much as boat can hold [n] 

BOBTAILS ABBILOST BOBTAIL, to cut short [v] 

BOLSHIES BEHILOSS BOLSHIE, bolshevik [n] / BOLSHY [n] 

BOLSTERS BELORSST BOLSTER, to support (to hold up or add strength to) [v] 

BOOKFULS BFKLOOSU BOOKFUL, as much as book can hold [n] 

BORNEOLS BELNOORS BORNEOL, alcohol (flammable liquid) [n] 

BORSTALS ABLORSST BORSTAL, reformatory [n] 

BOWLFULS BFLLOSUW BOWLFUL, as much as bowl can hold [n] 

BOXBALLS ABBLLOSX BOXBALL, form of handball [n] 

BOXHAULS ABHLOSUX BOXHAUL, to veer ship around [v] 

BRADAWLS AABDLRSW BRADAWL, type of awl (pointed tool for making small holes) [n] 

BRISTOLS BILORSST BRISTOL, smooth cardboard [n] 

BROTHELS BEHLORST BROTHEL, house of prostitution [n] 

BUSGIRLS BGILRSSU BUSGIRL, girl or woman who is server's assistant in restaurant [n] 

BUTANOLS ABLNOSTU BUTANOL, flammable alcohol [n] 

BUTYRALS ABLRSTUY BUTYRAL, chemical compound [n] 

BUTYRYLS BLRSTUYY BUTYRYL, radical of butyric acid [n] 

CACODYLS ACCDLOSY CACODYL, poisonous liquid [n] 

CAGEFULS ACEFGLSU CAGEFUL, number held in cage (enclosure) [n] 

CALOMELS ACELLMOS CALOMEL, chemical compound used as purgative [n] 

CAMPHOLS ACHLMOPS CAMPHOL, borneol (alcohol (flammable liquid)) [n] 

CAPITALS AACILPST CAPITAL, upper part of column [n] 

CAPITOLS ACILOPST CAPITOL, building occupied by state legislature [n] 

CAPORALS AACLOPRS CAPORAL, coarse tobacco [n] 

CARACALS AAACCLRS CARACAL, African lynx [n] 

CARACOLS AACCLORS CARACOL, to caracole (to perform half turn on horse) [v] 

CARACULS AACCLRSU CARACUL, karakul (Asian sheep) [n] 

CARAMELS AACELMRS CARAMEL, chewy candy [n] 

CARAVELS AACELRSV CARAVEL, small sailing ship [n] 

CARPOOLS ACLOOPRS CARPOOL, to take turns driving group of commuters [v] 

CARRELLS ACELLRRS CARRELL, carrel (desk in library stack for solitary study) [n] 

CARTFULS ACFLRSTU CARTFUL, cartload (as much as cart can hold) [n] 

CATCALLS AACCLLST CATCALL, to deride by making shrill sounds [v] 

CATFALLS AACFLLST CATFALL, anchor line [n] 
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CATTAILS AACILSTT CATTAIL, marsh plant [n] 

CENTRALS ACELNRST CENTRAL, telephone exchange [n] 

CERAMALS AACELMRS CERAMAL, heat-resistant alloy [n] 

CHAEBOLS ABCEHLOS CHAEBOL, group of businesses in Korea owned by one family [n] 

CHANCELS ACCEHLNS CHANCEL, area around church altar [n] 

CHANNELS ACEHLNNS CHANNEL, to direct along some desired course [v] 

CHAPPALS AACHLPPS CHAPPAL, sandal worn in India [n] 

CHARNELS ACEHLNRS CHARNEL, room where corpses are placed [n] 

CHATTELS ACEHLSTT CHATTEL, slave [n] 

CHERVILS CEHILRSV CHERVIL, aromatic herb [n] 

CHLORALS ACHLLORS CHLORAL, chemical compound [n] 

CHROMYLS CHLMORSY CHROMYL, bivalent radical [n] 

CHUNNELS CEHLNNSU CHUNNEL, tunnel under English Channel [n] 

CITADELS ACDEILST CITADEL, fortress or stronghold [n] 

COAEVALS AACELOSV COAEVAL, coeval (one of same era or period as another) [n] 

CODICILS CCDIILOS CODICIL, supplement to will [n] 

COEQUALS ACELOQSU COEQUAL, one who is equal with another [n] 

COLONELS CELLNOOS COLONEL, military officer [n] 

COLUMELS CELLMOSU COLUMEL, small column-like anatomical part [n] 

CONCEALS ACCELNOS CONCEAL, to keep from sight or discovery [v] 

CONGEALS ACEGLNOS CONGEAL, to change from fluid to solid [v] 

CONTROLS CLNOORST CONTROL, to exercise authority over [v] 

CORBEILS BCEILORS CORBEIL, sculptured fruit basket [n] 

CORDIALS ACDILORS CORDIAL, liqueur (sweetened alcoholic beverage) [n] 

CORONALS ACLNOORS CORONAL, wreath worn on head [n] 

CORONELS CELNOORS CORONEL, coronal (wreath worn on head) [n] 

COSTRELS CELORSST COSTREL, flask (narrow-necked container) [n] 

COUNCILS CCILNOSU COUNCIL, group of persons appointed for certain function [n] 

COUNSELS CELNOSSU COUNSEL, to advise (to give advice to) [v] 

COWBELLS BCELLOSW COWBELL, bell around cow's neck [n] 

COWGIRLS CGILORSW COWGIRL, female ranch worker [n] 

CREOSOLS CELOORSS CREOSOL, chemical compound [n] 

CRYSTALS ACLRSSTY CRYSTAL, transparent mineral [n] 

CURTAILS ACILRSTU CURTAIL, to cut short [v] 

CYTOSOLS CLOOSSTY CYTOSOL, fluid portion of cell material [n] 

DAMFOOLS ADFLMOOS DAMFOOL, stupid or foolish person [n] 

DAMOSELS ADELMOSS DAMOSEL, damsel (maiden (young unmarried woman)) [n] 

DAMOZELS ADELMOSZ DAMOZEL, damsel (maiden (young unmarried woman)) [n] 

DANAZOLS AADLNOSZ DANAZOL, synthetic androgen [n] 

DAYSAILS AADILSSY DAYSAIL, to sail yacht for day [v] 

DECIBELS BCDEEILS DECIBEL, unit of sound intensity [n] 

DECIMALS ACDEILMS DECIMAL, fraction whose denominator is some power of ten [n] 

DECRIALS ACDEILRS DECRIAL, act of decrying (to denounce (to condemn openly)) [n] 

DEPOSALS ADELOPSS DEPOSAL, act of deposing (to remove from office) [n] 

DESKILLS DEIKLLSS DESKILL, to reduce level of skill required [v] 

DESPOILS DEILOPSS DESPOIL, to plunder (to rob of goods by force) [v] 
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DEVISALS ADEILSSV DEVISAL, act of devising (to form in mind) [n] 

DEWFALLS ADEFLLSW DEWFALL, formation of dew [n] 

DEXTRALS ADELRSTX DEXTRAL, right-handed person [n] 

DICOTYLS CDILOSTY DICOTYL, dicot (plant with two seed leaves) [n] 

DIGITALS ADGIILST DIGITAL, piano key [n] 

DISHFULS DFHILSSU DISHFUL, as much as dish can hold [n] 

DISTILLS DIILLSST DISTILL, to extract by vaporization and condensation [v] 

DIURNALS ADILNRSU DIURNAL, diary (personal journal) [n] 

DOGGRELS DEGGLORS DOGGREL, doggerel (trivial, awkwardly written verse) [n] 

DOGTAILS ADGILOST DOGTAIL, type of grass [n] 

DOMICILS CDIILMOS DOMICIL, to domicile (to establish in residence) [v] 

DONEGALS ADEGLNOS DONEGAL, type of tweed (coarse woolen fabric) [n] 

DOTTRELS DELORSTT DOTTREL, dotterel (shorebird) [n] 

DREIDELS DDEEILRS DREIDEL, spinning toy [n] 

DRYWALLS ADLLRSWY DRYWALL, to cover wall with plasterboard [v] 

DRYWELLS DELLRSWY DRYWELL, hole for receiving drainage from roof [n] 

EMBOWELS BEELMOSW EMBOWEL, to disbowel (to remove intestines of) [v] 

EMBROILS BEILMORS EMBROIL, to involve in conflict [v] 

EMPANELS AEELMNPS EMPANEL, to impanel (to enter on list for jury duty) [v] 

ENGRAILS AEGILNRS ENGRAIL, to ornament edge of with curved indentations [v] 

ENSNARLS AELNNRSS ENSNARL, to tangle (to bring together in intricate confusion) [v] 

ENTHRALS AEHLNRST ENTHRAL, to enthrall (to charm (to attract irresistibly)) [v] 

ENTRAILS AEILNRST internal organs [n ENTRAILS] 

ENWHEELS EEEHLNSW ENWHEEL, to encircle (to form circle around) [v] 

ESTRIOLS EILORSST ESTRIOL, estrogen (female sex hormone promoting or producing estrus) [n] 

ETERNALS AEELNRST ETERNAL, something lasting forever [n] 

ETHANALS AAEHLNST ETHANAL, volatile liquid compound [n] 

ETHANOLS AEHLNOST ETHANOL, alcohol (flammable liquid) [n] 

ETHICALS ACEHILST ETHICAL, drug sold by prescription only [n] 

ETHINYLS EHILNSTY ETHINYL, ethynyl (univalent chemical radical) [n] 

ETHOXYLS EHLOSTXY ETHOXYL, univalent chemical radical [n] 

ETHYNYLS EHLNSTYY ETHYNYL, univalent chemical radical [n] 

EUGENOLS EEGLNOSU EUGENOL, aromatic liquid [n] 

EVANGELS AEEGLNSV EVANGEL, preacher of gospel [n] 

EXPOSALS AELOPSSX EXPOSAL, exposure (act of exposing (to lay open to view)) [n] 

EYEBALLS ABEELLSY EYEBALL, to eye (to watch closely) [v] 

FALAFELS AAEFFLLS FALAFEL, ground spiced vegetables formed into patties [n] 

FANGIRLS AFGILNRS FANGIRL, female who is enthusiastic devotee of something [n] 

FANTAILS AAFILNST FANTAIL, fan-shaped tail or end [n] 

FEDERALS ADEEFLRS FEDERAL, supporter of type of central government [n] 

FELAFELS AEEFFLLS FELAFEL, falafel (ground spiced vegetables formed into patties) [n] 

FEWTRILS EFILRSTW things of little value [n FEWTRILS] 

FISTFULS FFILSSTU FISTFUL, handful (as much as hand can hold) [n] 

FLANNELS AEFLLNNS FLANNEL, to cover with flannel (soft fabric) [v] 

FLOATELS AEFLLOST FLOATEL, houseboat used as hotel [n] 

FORKFULS FFKLORSU FORKFUL, as much as fork will hold [n] 
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FOXTAILS AFILOSTX FOXTAIL, tail of fox [n] 

FRACTALS AACFLRST FRACTAL, complex geometric curve [n] 

FRESNELS EEFLNRSS FRESNEL, type of lens used in lights [n] 

FRONTALS AFLNORST FRONTAL, bone of skull [n] 

FULFILLS FFILLLSU FULFILL, to bring about accomplishment of [v] 

FUNERALS AEFLNRSU FUNERAL, ceremony held for dead person [n] 

FURBALLS ABFLLRSU FURBALL, ball of fur regurgitated by cat [n] 

GADWALLS AADGLLSW GADWALL, wild duck [n] 

GAMBRELS ABEGLMRS GAMBREL, part of horse's leg [n] 

GANGRELS AEGGLNRS GANGREL, vagabond [n] 

GARBOILS ABGILORS GARBOIL, turmoil [n] 

GASOHOLS AGHLOOSS GASOHOL, fuel mixture of gasoline and ethyl alcohol [n] 

GELSEMIA AEEGILMS medicinal plant roots [n GELSEMIA] 

GENERALS AEEGLNRS GENERAL, military officer [n] 

GENITALS AEGILNST sexual organs [n GENITALS] 

GHARIALS AAGHILRS GHARIAL, large reptile [n] 

GINGALLS AGGILLNS GINGALL, jingal (heavy musket) [n] 

GIRASOLS AGILORSS GIRASOL, variety of opal [n] 

GIROSOLS GILOORSS GIROSOL, girasol (variety of opal) [n] 

GOMERALS AEGLMORS GOMERAL, fool [n] 

GOMERELS EEGLMORS GOMEREL, gomeral (fool) [n] 

GOMERILS EGILMORS GOMERIL, gomeral (fool) [n] 

GRADUALS AADGLRSU GRADUAL, hymn sung in alternate parts [n] 

GRAPNELS AEGLNPRS GRAPNEL, type of anchor [n] 

GRAUPELS AEGLPRSU GRAUPEL, granular snow pellets [n] 

GREMIALS AEGILMRS GREMIAL, lap cloth used by bishop during service [n] 

GUMBALLS ABGLLMSU GUMBALL, small ball of chewing gum [n] 

GUMBOILS BGILMOSU GUMBOIL, abscess in gum [n] 

HANDFULS ADFHLNSU HANDFUL, as much as hand can hold [n] 

HANDSELS ADEHLNSS HANDSEL, to give gift to [v] 

HATCHELS ACEHHLST HATCHEL, to separate flax fibers with comb [v] 

HAVERELS AEEHLRSV HAVEREL, fool [n] 

HOBNAILS ABHILNOS HOBNAIL, to put hobnails (short nails with broad head) on shoe sole [v] 

HOLDALLS ADHLLLOS HOLDALL, carrying case [n] 

HEADFULS ADEFHLSU HEADFUL, great amount of knowledge [n] 

HOPEFULS EFHLOPSU HOPEFUL, one that aspires (to have earnest desire or ambition) [n] 

HORNFELS EFHLNORS silicate rock [n HORNFELS, -ES] 

HUMERALS AEHLMRSU HUMERAL, bone of shoulder [n] 

ICEFALLS ACEFILLS ICEFALL, kind of frozen waterfall [n] 

ILLEGALS AEGILLLS ILLEGAL, person who enters country without authorization [n] 

IMPANELS AEILMNPS IMPANEL, to enter on list for jury duty [v] 

IMPEARLS AEILMPRS IMPEARL, to make pearly [v] 

IMPERILS EIILMPRS IMPERIL, to place in jeopardy [v] 

INDOXYLS DILNOSXY INDOXYL, chemical compound [n] 

INDWELLS DEILLNSW INDWELL, to live within [v] 

INFIDELS DEFIILNS INFIDEL, one who has no religious faith [n] 
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INITIALS AIIILNST INITIAL, to mark with first letters of one's name [v] 

INKWELLS EIKLLNSW INKWELL, small container for ink [n] 

INSTALLS AILLNSST INSTALL, to place in position for use [v] 

INSTILLS IILLNSST INSTILL, to infuse slowly [v] 

INTHRALS AHILNRST INTHRAL, to enthrall (to charm (to attract irresistibly)) [v] 

JETFOILS EFIJLOST JETFOIL, jet-powered hydrofoil (boat with winglike structures for lifting hull above water) [n] 

JEZEBELS BEEEJLSZ JEZEBEL, scheming, wicked woman [n] 

JINGALLS AGIJLLNS JINGALL, jingal (heavy musket) [n] 

JONQUILS IJLNOQSU JONQUIL, perennial herb [n] 

JOURNALS AJLNORSU JOURNAL, to enter in daily record [v] 

JUVENALS AEJLNSUV JUVENAL, young bird's plumage [n] 

KARAKULS AAKKLRSU KARAKUL, Asian sheep [n] 

KEELSONS EEKLNOSS KEELSON, beam in ship [n] 

KESTRELS EEKLRSST KESTREL, small falcon [n] 

KISTFULS FIKLSSTU KISTFUL, as much as kist can hold [n] 

KNAIDELS ADEIKLNS KNAIDEL, type of dumpling (ball of dough cooked with stew or soup) [n] 

KNEIDELS DEEIKLNS KNEIDEL, knaidel (type of dumpling (ball of dough cooked with stew or soup)) [n] 

LACTEALS AACELLST LACTEAL, lymphatic vessel [n] 

LAMINALS AAILLMNS LAMINAL, speech sound articulated with blade of tongue [n] 

LANGRELS AEGLLNRS LANGREL, langrage (shot formerly used in naval warfare) [n] 

LANITALS AAILLNST LANITAL, woollike fiber [n] 

LATERALS AAELLRST LATERAL, to execute type of pass in football [v] 

LATOSOLS ALLOOSST LATOSOL, tropical soil [n] 

LIBERALS ABEILLRS LIBERAL, person favorable to progress or reform [n] 

LINALOLS AILLLNOS LINALOL, linalool (fragrant alcohol) [n] 

LINGUALS AGILLNSU LINGUAL, sound articulated with tongue [n] 

LITERALS AEILLRST LITERAL, small error in printing or writing [n] 

LOBTAILS ABILLOST LOBTAIL, (of whale) to slap its tail against surface of water [v] 

LOGROLLS GLLLOORS LOGROLL, to obtain passage of by exchanging political favors [v] 

LOWBALLS ABLLLOSW LOWBALL, to give customer deceptively low price [v] 

LUGSAILS AGILLSSU LUGSAIL, type of sail [n] 

LUNGFULS FGLLNSUU LUNGFUL, as much as lungs can hold [n] 

MANDRELS ADELMNRS MANDREL, shaft on which tool is mounted [n] 

MANDRILS ADILMNRS MANDRIL, mandrel (shaft on which tool is mounted) [n] 

MARSHALS AAHLMRSS MARSHAL, to put in proper order [v] 

MAXIMALS AAILMMSX MAXIMAL, element of mathematical set that is followed by no other [n] 

MAXWELLS AELLMSWX MAXWELL, unit of magnetic flux [n] 

MEDICALS ACDEILMS MEDICAL, physical examination [n] 

MENTHOLS EHLMNOST MENTHOL, alcohol (flammable liquid) [n] 

METICALS ACEILMST METICAL, monetary unit of Mozambique [n] 

MILFOILS FIILLMOS MILFOIL, perennial herb [n] 

MINERALS AEILMNRS MINERAL, naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties [n] 

MINIMALS AIILMMNS MINIMAL, element of mathematical set that precedes all others [n] 

MISBILLS BIILLMSS MISBILL, to bill wrongly [v] 

MISCALLS ACILLMSS MISCALL, to call by wrong name [v] 

MISDEALS ADEILMSS MISDEAL, to deal cards incorrectly [v] 
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MISDIALS ADIILMSS MISDIAL, to dial wrongly [v] 

MISTRALS AILMRSST MISTRAL, cold, dry wind [n] 

MONGRELS EGLMNORS MONGREL, animal or plant of mixed breed [n] 

MONOFILS FILMNOOS MONOFIL, single filament of synthetic fiber [n] 

MUDSILLS DILLMSSU MUDSILL, lowest supporting timber of structure [n] 

MUSICALS ACILMSSU MUSICAL, play in which dialogue is interspersed with songs and dances [n] 

NAPHTOLS AHLNOPST NAPHTOL, naphthol (chemical compound) [n] 

NARWHALS AAHLNRSW NARWHAL, arctic aquatic mammal [n] 

NATURALS AALNRSTU NATURAL, type of musical note [n] 

NEEDFULS DEEFLNSU NEEDFUL, something that is needed [n] 

NESTFULS EFLNSSTU NESTFUL, as much as nest can hold [n] 

NETBALLS ABELLNST NETBALL, team game similar to basketball [n] 

NEUTRALS AELNRSTU NEUTRAL, one that is impartial [n] 

NITINOLS IILNNOST NITINOL, alloy of nickel and titanium [n] 

NOMBRILS BILMNORS NOMBRIL, point on heraldic shield [n] 

NOMINALS AILMNNOS NOMINAL, word used as noun [n] 

NOSTRILS ILNORSST NOSTRIL, external opening of nose [n] 

NUMERALS AELMNRSU NUMERAL, symbol that expresses number [n] 

NUPTIALS AILNPSTU NUPTIAL, wedding (marriage ceremony) [n] 

NUTGALLS AGLLNSTU NUTGALL, gallnut (abnormal swelling of plant tissue) [n] 

OATMEALS AAELMOST OATMEAL, meal made from oats [n] 

OCTANOLS ACLNOOST OCTANOL, alcohol (flammable liquid) [n] 

ODDBALLS ABDDLLOS ODDBALL, eccentric person [n] 

OENOMELS EELMNOOS OENOMEL, ancient Greek beverage of wine and honey [n] 

OINOMELS EILMNOOS OINOMEL, oenomel (ancient Greek beverage of wine and honey) [n] 

ORBITALS ABILORST ORBITAL, subdivision of nuclear shell [n] 

ORCINOLS CILNOORS ORCINOL, chemical compound [n] 

ORDINALS ADILNORS ORDINAL, number designating position in series [n] 

OUTBAWLS ABLOSTUW OUTBAWL, to surpass in bawling [v] 

OUTCALLS ACLLOSTU OUTCALL, house call by professional person [n] 

OUTDUELS DELOSTUU OUTDUEL, to surpass in dueling [v] 

OUTFALLS AFLLOSTU OUTFALL, outlet of body of water [n] 

OUTFEELS EEFLOSTU OUTFEEL, to surpass in feeling [v] 

OUTFOOLS FLOOOSTU OUTFOOL, to surpass in fooling [v] 

OUTHAULS AHLOSTUU OUTHAUL, rope for extending sail along spar [n] 

OUTHOWLS HLOOSTUW OUTHOWL, to surpass in howling [v] 

OUTKILLS IKLLOSTU OUTKILL, to surpass in killing [v] 

OUTPOLLS LLOOPSTU OUTPOLL, to get more votes than [v] 

OUTPULLS LLOPSTUU OUTPULL, to attract larger audience or following than [v] 

OUTROLLS LLOORSTU OUTROLL, to roll out [v] 

OUTSAILS AILOSSTU OUTSAIL, to sail faster than [v] 

OUTSELLS ELLOSSTU OUTSELL, to sell more than [v] 

OUTTELLS ELLOSTTU OUTTELL, to say openly [v] 

OUTWILLS ILLOSTUW OUTWILL, to surpass in willpower [v] 

OUTYELLS ELLOSTUY OUTYELL, to yell louder than [v] 

OVERALLS AELLORSV OVERALL, loose outer garment [n] 
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OVOIDALS ADILOOSV OVOIDAL, ovoid (egg-shaped body) [n] 

OXYPHILS HILOPSXY OXYPHIL, oxyphile (organism that thrives in relatively acid environment) [n] 

PAGEFULS AEFGLPSU PAGEFUL, as much as page can hold [n] 

PAILFULS AFILLPSU PAILFUL, as much as pail can hold [n] 

PALATALS AAALLPST PALATAL, bone of palate [n] 

PALMFULS AFLLMPSU PALMFUL, as much as palm can hold [n] 

PARASOLS AALOPRSS PARASOL, small, light umbrella [n] 

PARBOILS ABILOPRS PARBOIL, to cook partially by boiling for short time [v] 

PARTIALS AAILPRST PARTIAL, simple component of complex tone [n] 

PASCHALS AACHLPSS PASCHAL, candle used in certain religious ceremonies [n] 

PASQUILS AILPQSSU PASQUIL, satire or lampoon [n] 

PAYROLLS ALLOPRSY PAYROLL, list of employees entitled to payment [n] 

PAYWALLS AALLPSWY PAYWALL, system that prevents access to website without paid subscription [n] 

PEAFOWLS AEFLOPSW PEAFOWL, large pheasant [n] 

PEDICELS CDEEILPS PEDICEL, slender basal part of organism [n] 

PEDOCALS ACDELOPS PEDOCAL, type of soil [n] 

PENICILS CEIILNPS PENICIL, small tuft of hairs [n] 

PERUSALS AELPRSSU PERUSAL, act of perusing (to read (to look at so as to take in meaning of, as something written or printed)) [n] 

PEYTRALS AELPRSTY PEYTRAL, piece of armor for breast of horse [n] 

PEYTRELS EELPRSTY PEYTREL, peytral (piece of armor for breast of horse) [n] 

PIGTAILS AGIILPST PIGTAIL, tight braid of hair [n] 

PINBALLS ABILLNPS PINBALL, to move abruptly from one place to another [v] 

PINCURLS CILNPRSU PINCURL, curl held in place with hairpin [n] 

PINITOLS IILNOPST PINITOL, alcohol (flammable liquid) [n] 

PINTAILS AIILNPST PINTAIL, river duck [n] 

PIPEFULS EFILPPSU PIPEFUL, quantity sufficient to fill tobacco pipe [n] 

PITFALLS AFILLPST PITFALL, hidden danger or difficulty [n] 

PLIMSOLS ILLMOPSS PLIMSOL, plimsoll (rubber-soled cloth shoe) [n] 

PLUVIALS AILLPSUV PLUVIAL, prolonged period of wet climate [n] 

POITRELS EILOPRST POITREL, peytral (piece of armor for breast of horse) [n] 

POTBOILS BILOOPST POTBOIL, to produce inferior literary or artistic work [v] 

POUNDALS ADLNOPSU POUNDAL, unit of force [n] 

PREBILLS BEILLPRS PREBILL, to bill beforehand [v] 

PREBOILS BEILOPRS PREBOIL, to boil beforehand [v] 

PRECOOLS CELOOPRS PRECOOL, to cool beforehand [v] 

PREQUELS EELPQRSU PREQUEL, book whose story precedes that of earlier work [n] 

PRESELLS EELLPRSS PRESELL, to promote product not yet being sold to public [v] 

PRETELLS EELLPRST PRETELL, to tell beforehand [v] 

PRETZELS EELPRSTZ PRETZEL, to contort (to twist out of shape) [v] 

PREVAILS AEILPRSV PREVAIL, to triumph (to be victorious) [v] 

QUARRELS AELQRRSU QUARREL, to engage in angry dispute [v] 

QUETZALS AELQSTUZ QUETZAL, tropical bird [n] 

QUINTALS AILNQSTU QUINTAL, unit of weight [n] 

RACKFULS ACFKLRSU RACKFUL, as much as rack can hold [n] 

RADICALS AACDILRS RADICAL, group of atoms that acts as unit in chemical compounds [n] 

RADICELS ACDEILRS RADICEL, rootlet (small root) [n] 
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RAGDOLLS ADGLLORS RAGDOLL, breed of cat [n] 

RATTAILS AAILRSTT RATTAIL, marine fish [n] 

REAVAILS AAEILRSV REAVAIL, to avail again [v] 

RECITALS ACEILRST RECITAL, detailed account [n] 

RECUSALS ACELRSSU RECUSAL, act of recusing (to disqualify or challenge as judge in particular case) [n] 

REDPOLLS DELLOPRS REDPOLL, small finch [n] 

REDRILLS DEILLRRS REDRILL, to drill again [v] 

REDTAILS ADEILRST REDTAIL, type of hawk [n] 

REEXPELS EEELPRSX REEXPEL, to expel again [v] 

REFUSALS AEFLRSSU REFUSAL, act of refusing (to express oneself as unwilling to accept, do, or comply with) [n] 

REFUTALS AEFLRSTU REFUTAL, act of refuting (to prove to be false or erroneous) [n] 

REGOSOLS EGLOORSS REGOSOL, type of soil [n] 

RELABELS ABEELLRS RELABEL, to label again [v] 

REMODELS DEELMORS REMODEL, to make over [v] 

REMOVALS AELMORSV REMOVAL, act of removing (to take or move away) [n] 

RENEWALS AEELNRSW RENEWAL, act of renewing (to make new or as if new again) [n] 

REPANELS AEELNPRS REPANEL, to panel again [v] 

REPOSALS AELOPRSS REPOSAL, act of reposing (to lie at rest) [n] 

RESPELLS EELLPRSS RESPELL, to spell again [v] 

RESPOOLS ELOOPRSS RESPOOL, to spool again [v] 

RETINALS AEILNRST RETINAL, retinene (pigment in retina) [n] 

RETINOLS EILNORST RETINOL, liquid hydrocarbon [n] 

RETOTALS AELORSTT RETOTAL, to total again [v] 

RETRIALS AEILRRST RETRIAL, second trial [n] 

REVISALS AEILRSSV REVISAL, revision (revised version) [n] 

REVIVALS AEILRSVV REVIVAL, renewed attention to or interest in something [n] 

RINGHALS AGHILNRS venomous snake [n -ES] 

RINKHALS AHIKLNRS ringhals (venomous snake) [n -ES] 

ROOMFULS FLMOORSU ROOMFUL, as much as room can hold [n] 

RORQUALS ALOQRRSU RORQUAL, large whale [n] 

ROSINOLS ILNOORSS ROSINOL, rosin oil [n] 

ROUNDELS DELNORSU ROUNDEL, round figure or object [n] 

RUDERALS ADELRRSU RUDERAL, plant growing in poor land [n] 

SACKFULS ACFKLSSU SACKFUL, as much as sack can hold [n] 

SAHIWALS AAHILSSW SAHIWAL, any of breed of humped dairy cattle [n] 

SATCHELS ACEHLSST SATCHEL, small carrying bag [n] 

SAWBILLS ABILLSSW SAWBILL, tropical bird [n] 

SAWMILLS AILLMSSW SAWMILL, place where logs are sawed [n] 

SCALPELS ACELLPSS SCALPEL, small surgical knife [n] 

SCANDALS AACDLNSS SCANDAL, to defame (to attack good name of) [v] 

SCRAVELS ACELRSSV SCRAVEL, to move quickly, scramble [v] 

SEAFOWLS AEFLOSSW SEAFOWL, seabird (bird frequenting ocean or seacoast) [n] 

SEAGULLS AEGLLSSU SEAGULL, gull frequenting sea [n] 

SEAWALLS AAELLSSW SEAWALL, wall to protect shoreline from erosion [n] 

SECONALS ACELNOSS SECONAL, trademark [n] 

SEVERALS AEELRSSV SEVERAL, few persons or things [n] 
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SHEITELS EEHILSST SHEITEL, wig worn by married Jewish woman [n] 

SHRIVELS EHILRSSV SHRIVEL, to contract into wrinkles [v] 

SHTETELS EEHLSSTT SHTETEL, Jewish village [n] 

SINKFULS FIKLNSSU SINKFUL, as much as sink can hold [n] 

SKINFULS FIKLNSSU SKINFUL, as much as skin container can hold [n] 

SKYSAILS AIKLSSSY SKYSAIL, type of sail [n] 

SNORKELS EKLNORSS SNORKEL, to swim underwater with type of breathing device [v] 

SOYMEALS AELMOSSY SOYMEAL, residue from extraction of oil from soybean seeds [n] 

SPANCELS ACELNPSS SPANCEL, to bind or fetter with rope [v] 

SPANIELS AEILNPSS SPANIEL, dog with silky hair [n] 

SPECIALS ACEILPSS SPECIAL, special person or thing [n] 

SPIEGELS EEGILPSS SPIEGEL, type of cast iron [n] 

SPOUSALS ALOPSSSU SPOUSAL, marriage (legal union of two persons of opposite or same sex) [n] 

SPUDGELS DEGLPSSU SPUDGEL, bucket attached to long pole [n] 

STAMMELS AELMMSST STAMMEL, red color [n] 

STENCILS CEILNSST STENCIL, to mark by means of perforated sheet of material [v] 

STRIGILS GIILRSST STRIGIL, scraping instrument [n] 

STROBILS BILORSST STROBIL, strobile (conical, multiple fruit of certain trees) [n] 

STRUDELS DELRSSTU STRUDEL, type of pastry (sweet baked food) [n] 

SUBCELLS BCELLSSU SUBCELL, subdivision of cell [n] 

SUBCOOLS BCLOOSSU SUBCOOL, to cool below freezing point without solidification [v] 

SUBDUALS ABDLSSUU SUBDUAL, act of subduing (to bring under control) [n] 

SUBGOALS ABGLOSSU SUBGOAL, subordinate goal [n] 

SUBSOILS BILOSSSU SUBSOIL, to plow so as to turn up subsoil (layer of earth beneath surface soil) [v] 

SUNDIALS ADILNSSU SUNDIAL, type of time-telling device [n] 

SURVEILS EILRSSUV SURVEIL, to watch closely [v] 

SYNFUELS EFLNSSUY SYNFUEL, fuel derived from fossil fuels [n] 

TANKFULS AFKLNSTU TANKFUL, amount tank can hold [n] 

TEABOWLS ABELOSTW TEABOWL, teacup having no handle [n] 

TENDRILS DEILNRST TENDRIL, leafless organ of climbing plants [n] 

TERTIALS AEILRSTT TERTIAL, flight feather of bird's wing [n] 

THEELOLS EEHLLOST THEELOL, estriol (estrogen (female sex hormone promoting or producing estrus)) [n] 

THERMALS AEHLMRST THERMAL, rising mass of warm air [n] 

THERMELS EEHLMRST THERMEL, device for temperature measurement [n] 

THIAZOLS AHILOSTZ THIAZOL, thiazole (chemical compound) [n] 

THIONYLS HILNOSTY THIONYL, sulfinyl (bivalent radical) [n] 

TIERCELS CEEILRST TIERCEL, tercel (male falcon) [n] 

TIMBRELS BEILMRST TIMBREL, percussion instrument [n] 

TIMOLOLS ILLMOOST TIMOLOL, drug used to treat glaucoma [n] 

TINFOILS FIILNOST TINFOIL, thin metal sheeting [n] 

TOMFOOLS FLMOOOST TOMFOOL, foolish person [n] 

TOOLSETS ELOOSSTT TOOLSET, set of tools [n] 

TOOLSHED DEHLOOST building where tools are stored [n -S] 

TOPICALS ACILOPST TOPICAL, postage stamp in collection with designs relating to same subject [n] 

TOPSAILS AILOPSST TOPSAIL, sail of ship [n] 

TOPSOILS ILOOPSST TOPSOIL, to remove surface layer of soil from [v] 
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TRAMELLS AELLMRST TRAMELL, to trammel (to hinder (to impede (to obstruct progress of))) [v] 

TRAMMELS AELMMRST TRAMMEL, to hinder (to impede (to obstruct progress of)) [v] 

TRAVAILS AAILRSTV TRAVAIL, to toil (to work strenuously) [v] 

TRAYFULS AFLRSTUY TRAYFUL, as much as tray will hold [n] 

TREFOILS EFILORST TREFOIL, plant having ternate leaves [n] 

TRENAILS AEILNRST TRENAIL, treenail (wooden peg used for fastening timbers) [n] 

TRESSELS EELRSSST TRESSEL, trestle (framework for supporting bridge) [n] 

TROCHILS CHILORST TROCHIL, African bird [n] 

TROMMELS ELMMORST TROMMEL, screen used for sifting rock, ore, or coal [n] 

TRUNNELS ELNNRSTU TRUNNEL, treenail (wooden peg used for fastening timbers) [n] 

TRYSAILS AILRSSTY TRYSAIL, type of sail [n] 

TUMBRELS BELMRSTU TUMBREL, type of cart [n] 

TUMBRILS BILMRSTU TUMBRIL, tumbrel (type of cart) [n] 

TURMOILS ILMORSTU TURMOIL, to throw into uproar [v] 

TWIBILLS BIILLSTW TWIBILL, twibil (battle-ax with two cutting edges) [n] 

ULTISOLS ILLOSSTU ULTISOL, reddish-yellow acid soil [n] 

UNEQUALS AELNQSUU UNEQUAL, one that is not equal to another [n] 

UNLEVELS EELLNSUV UNLEVEL, to make uneven [v] 

UNRAVELS AELNRSUV UNRAVEL, to separate threads of [v] 

UNSHELLS EHLLNSSU UNSHELL, to remove shell from [v] 

UNSNARLS ALNNRSSU UNSNARL, to untangle (to free from tangles) [v] 

UNSPOOLS LNOOPSSU UNSPOOL, to unwind from small cylinder [v] 

UNSTEELS EELNSSTU UNSTEEL, to make soft [v] 

UPSKILLS IKLLPSSU UPSKILL, to improve job skills of someone [v] 

UPSWELLS ELLPSSUW UPSWELL, to swell up [v] 

UTENSILS EILNSSTU UTENSIL, useful implement [n] 

VANPOOLS ALNOOPSV VANPOOL, arrangement whereby several commuters travel in one van [n] 

VASEFULS AEFLSSUV VASEFUL, as much as vase can hold [n] 

VENTAILS AEILNSTV VENTAIL, adjustable front of medieval helmet [n] 

VENTRALS AELNRSTV VENTRAL, fin located on underside of fish [n] 

VERMEILS EEILMRSV VERMEIL, red color [n] 

VERONALS AELNORSV VERONAL, sedative drug [n] 

VICTUALS ACILSTUV VICTUAL, to provide with food [v] 

VITRIOLS IILORSTV VITRIOL, to treat with sulfuric acid [v] 

WADMAALS AAADLMSW WADMAAL, wadmal (thick woolen fabric) [n] 

WADMOLLS ADLLMOSW WADMOLL, wadmal (thick woolen fabric) [n] 

WAGTAILS AAGILSTW WAGTAIL, songbird (bird that utters musical call) [n] 

TOENAILS AEILNOST TOENAIL, to fasten with obliquely driven nails [v] 

WAMEFULS AEFLMSUW WAMEFUL, wamefou (bellyful (excessive amount)) [n] 

WASSAILS AAILSSSW WASSAIL, to drink to health of [v] 

WASTRELS AELRSSTW WASTREL, one that wastes (to use thoughtlessly) [n] 

WAXBILLS ABILLSWX WAXBILL, tropical bird [n] 

WAYBILLS ABILLSWY WAYBILL, list of goods relative to shipment [n] 

XYLITOLS ILLOSTXY XYLITOL, alcohol (flammable liquid) [n] 


